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The Meaning of Occupy Wall Street for the Left 

Jodi Dean 

 

I’m going to talk about the meaning of Occupy Wall Street for the Left. The problem, though, is 

that this is a terrible title. It’s terrible in various ways—the definite articles imply singularity, 

“the meaning” and “the left.” Further, the distinction between Occupy Wall Street and the Left 

(like here’s one and here’s this other one over here) suggests a separation that appears in needs 

of mending, redress. And then there is my position as the person giving this talk in relation to the 

terms Occupy Wall Street and the left.  Am I standing outside them like some kind expert 

expounding upon a singular meaning? Am I standing within the terms, under one or the other or 

both? Am I claiming an authority based in my experience—which is difficult kind of claim to 

criticize or engage since it tends to invoke individual experience as a trump, as something certain 

and incontestable, as if testimony were the only valid form of speech. 

 

Rather than trying to put these problems aside, I think the problems with the title can actually 

orient our thinking about the most exciting political opportunity we’ve had on the left for a very 

long time, some might say since at least the protests in Seattle in 1999 (which brought the anti-

globalization movement powerfully and visibly into the US). Or they might even say that 

Occupy Wall Street is the most exciting thing on the US left in our lifetimes—back in October, 

in Zuccotti Park, a man with beautiful long gray hair and what looked like a very heavy 

backpack told me he had been waiting his whole life for this. Occupy Wall Street has wakened 

us up, excited us, replaced our despair with an open sense of possibility.  Does anyone remember 

where we were in 2009? We were asking ourselves where’s the outrage? Why aren’t people in 
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the streets? Capitalism is in crisis, but where’s the left?  We aren’t saying that anymore.  My 

comments tonight, then, are against this background of gratitude, wonder, to and for the 

movement, in particular to and for the people who have been sleeping outside and meeting hours 

and hours a week in order to make another world possible, one where people collectively attend 

to the common world they produce and share. So, like I said, to focus my remarks, I’m going to 

talk about the meaning of Occupy Wall Street for the left in terms of the problems with the title.   

 

A. First problem: it’s a mistake to link Occupy Wall Street to the Left because Occupy 

Wall Street is non-partisan, non-ideological, post-political, neither Left nor Right.  

As has been often emphasized and repeated, Occupy Wall Street doesn’t support any party or 

candidate. It’s beyond these ideological divides, reaching to the 99% of the country who have 

been left out of politics and left behind economically—and who differ from one another and 

disagree among themselves about almost everything. Republican presidential candidate Buddy 

Roemer (from Louisiana) supports Occupy Wall Street and so do Move-On, the Working 

Families Party, and multiple unions. The movement is global, linking people together in solidary 

struggle from the US to Egypt, Greece, Spain, Nigeria, Russia, everywhere. 

 

What’s good about this ostensibly non-partisan, post-ideology position?   

1.  the movement is inclusive—it can include all sorts of people; some have called it an “open 

source” movement, viewing the name and the tactic as a kind of freeware available for anyone to 

use. 

2.  another benefit of the non-partisan, post-ideology position: it’s honest about the fact that 

Occupy is not a movement that thinks of itself primarily as and for the working class (even as it 
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fights against corporations, banks, Wall Street) and this even as many within the movement are 

actively engaged in using the movement as a vehicle for raising class consciousness. 

Incidentally, it seems like the movement is succeeding: a Pew Report that came out Wednesday 

finds a significant increase in the numbers of Americans who see class conflict in the country as 

significant and intense ;  

3.  by declaring itself to be non-partisan, OWS can’t be coopted or restricted to the familiar terms 

of our broken political system—indeed, the emphasis on being neither left nor right is a clear 

signal that the movement rejects business as usual, the conventional terms of politics. It 

announces itself as something different and new that can’t be reduced to the terms that would 

seek to identify, locate, compartmentalize and control it.  By emphasizing that it’s neither left nor 

right, the movement highlights its novelty, enjoining us to see what is novel, unique, what is new 

in this politics: people in thousands of cities worldwide speaking at the same time under a 

common name, joining together in a common act of protest—namely, encamping themselves in 

public spaces, claiming these spaces as people’s spaces. Also new is the mic check—from a 

necessity at Zuccotti Park it’s become part of the arsenal at protests as demonstrators disrupt 

speeches and seize the opportunity to speak to the people assembled.  For example, in December, 

Princeton students disrupted campus recruitment sessions from J. P. Morgan and Goldman Sachs 

with mic checks that condemned not just the banks but the students choosing to go over to “the 

dark side.” 

 

But, there are drawbacks to the emphasis on being neither left nor right. These include: 

1.  Over inclusion—in the initial weeks Ron Paul libertarians and others calling for the abolition 

of the Federal Reserve were part of it; philosopher Slavoj Zizek said the movement should view 
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the Tea Party as allies. I call this over inclusion because it poses real problems in identifying the 

enemy, that is, what the movement opposes: is it capitalism or the state? Do we have a corrupt 

political system but a basically solid economic model? Or is the problem with the neoliberal 

model of capitalism, which has let inequality soar and banks and corporations exert undue 

influence in government? Or is it capitalism itself, encountering its limits—declining rate of 

profit, growing immiseration and proletarianization, impossibility of continued capital 

accumulation?  

2.  Another drawback to the claim to be pragmatically non-partisan—it’s disingenuous: even 

mainstream commentators recognize the movement as a left version of the Tea Party. The 

aesthetics of many of the protests don’t read as if this were a movement that brings together left 

and right—the occupiers look like radicals, hippies; the hardcore of Occupy Oakland is the 

Oakland Commune.  Similarly, in New York, the biggest marches have occurred when unions 

have joined in. The legal responses to the movement come from the right—arrests, pepper spray, 

evictions on the grounds of “hygiene and safety.”  Fox News hates it. And for good reason—the 

movement is committed to everything Fox News hates—equality, mutual respect, inclusion of 

people of different races, ethnicities, sexualities.  The Occupy Wall Street movement is clearly 

on the side of the oppressed everywhere. I’ll note here that Lenin emphasizes that working class 

consciousness is only political consciousness if it responses to all cases of "tyranny, oppression, 

violence, and abuse." 

3.  Another reason to reject the idea that OWS is non-partisan: the movement’s core principles 

and practices come from anarchism. Consensus, autonomy, horizontal organization, direct 

action, a positive approach to discussion, a focus on the immediate tasks at hand, on how to do 

things in an ethical way,  all these come from anarchism and were specifically adopted by folks 
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participating in planning to occupy Wall Street back in August. The emphases on individual 

autonomy , “leaderlessness,” de-centralization, and horizontality are so pervasive and non-

controversial within the movement (they are like trumps in arguments) that they can be said to 

provide OWS with a kind of underlying ideology—one that is taught and furthered by facilitators 

(training, guidelines). 

4.  And, one more reason: even with the prominence of an anarchist flavored self-understanding, 

the movement as unfolded in perhaps surprisingly Leninist way. It’s flexible and adaptive, 

responsive to the political situation. Occupiers are a self-selected vanguard, taking on one of 

functions Lenin attributes to professional revolutionaries: establishing and maintaining a 

continuity, a persistence, that enables broader numbers of people to join in the work of the 

movement.  This continuity combats the fragmentation, localism, and transitoriness of much of 

contemporary left politics:  the tactic of occupation is immensely demanding, a full time task.  

 

In fact, one of the reasons that the movement has been so successful so quickly is because of the 

way occupation unites and disciplines the left via local, self-organized, assemblies (what we 

might also call cells or councils).  “Unity” does not mean accord with a “party line” or set of 

shared demands or common principles. Rather, unity is an affiliation around and in terms of the 

practice of occupation. “Practical unity” is an attribution and effect born out of consciously 

sharing an organizational form. One of the most significant achievements of Occupy Wall Street 

in its first two months was the change in the shape of the left. Providing a common form that no 

one could ignore, it drew a line: are you with or against occupation? It politicizes, visualizes, and 

expresses the fact that we aren’t powerless, we have a choice: we can oppose capitalism and 
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build something new or continue to let the top one percent expropriate what is ours in common. 

It’s up to us. 

 

What do we learn, then, from the first problem, that Occupy Wall Street presents itself as non-

partisan? We learn that it’s not exactly non-partisan even if it might need this language to break 

out of the stranglehold of the Republican/Democrat, red state/blue state. Occupy Wall Street is 

left in a new way, a way that is coming into being, a way that is starting to bring people together 

in an experience of our collective power, in our power as a force counter to capitalism. If the 

power and creativity are ours, why should the one percent be the ones who profit? Through the 

movement, people are experiencing for themselves possibilities of organizing and connecting 

beyond those given to them in communicative capitalism. We might say, then, that Occupy Wall 

Street is a left politics for a neoliberal age, an age that has championed individuality and 

excluded collectivity to such an extent that people have to go through a process of imagining it 

again in a setting that differs in some pretty fundamental ways from the industrial capitalism that 

was socialism’s earlier setting (for instance, the movement of much of industry off shore, 

multiple changes in factories, the explosion in communication technologies and rise of a service 

sector, privatization and thirty years of free market ideology). The Occupy movement is a 

mobilization not of the working class specifically as a working class or of identity groups in 

terms of specific identities. Instead, it’s a movement of those who are and are being 

proletarianized, whose work, homes, and futures are threatened by uncertainty and debt because 

of predatory capitalism. 
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B. Second problem: the Left.  How can the title “the meaning of OWS for the left” 

make any sense if the Left does not exist? There is no such thing as “the left” today. 

This claim is widely repeated—the left doesn’t exist. What do you mean “we”? (And aren’t you 

really trying to speak for others when we all know that you can only speak for yourself”?)  It’s 

no surprise, then, that OWS doesn’t avow an explicitly left politics—the left has said for a while 

now that it doesn’t exist. OWS emerges out of a setting where we went from the new left to the 

no left to the left behind. 

 

What’s true in the claim that there’s no such thing as the left? It is true that there is not a 

powerful left in mainstream politics. The institutional power of unions has declined; socialist 

parties are small and have seemed to most of us to be more interested in attacking one another 

than anything else. Much of what has passed for the left over the last 40 years has abandoned 

communism in favor of democracy and no longer thinks of social and political analysis in terms 

of the primacy of class. It’s more a “cultural left” than anything else. Where intellectuals in the 

thirties would have identified as communists or fellow travelers, contemporary ones are more 

likely to be liberals, progressives, or radical democrats. So there is a truth to the claim that the 

left doesn’t exist.  

 

This truth of the claim that there is no such thing as the left needs to be conjoined to political 

changes, to the wide array of political struggles and political theorizations that grew out of the 

new left, identity politics, and post-structuralist theory.  For many theorists and activists, to 

emphasize the absence of the left was (and for some perhaps still is) to affirm the presence of a 
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plurality of political possibilities that necessarily exceed the reductive terms of previous state-

centered and class-oriented politics.  

 

I don’t think this a benefit. It reinforces neoliberal hegemony. It accepts the fantasy of an “end to 

ideology”, the fiction that we are in a post-political age—and, in fact, the emphasis on “no such 

thing as the left” in the US is another version of the claim that our contemporary age is post-

political (Ranciere, Mouffe, Zizek). Anyway, the only benefit of this claim that there is no such 

thing as the left is to the right—which has consequently come to treat the center as the left and 

amp up its fight against all the achievements of the left during the 20th century.  

 

So the drawbacks:  

1.  Obscures real opposition and struggle: the Right positions itself against a left that it is always 

attacking; the left is the group hated by the right that denies its own existence. 

2.  Fails to defend achievements of labor movement as well as the poor and working classes; 

3.  Fails to acknowledge the presence of real existing left struggles since 1989, especially the 

anti-globalization movement, but also the affiliation between the anti-globalization movement 

and struggles on behalf of immigrants, the environment and against racism, sexism and 

homophobia. There is a left here—so why be coy? Why pretend it doesn’t exist? Maybe because 

then it’s easier not to be involved (a significant achievement of OWS is that it breaks through 

this pretense—there is no excuse). But the important thing here is that when we recall the 

importance of the anti-globalization movement we get a view of the left as characterized by 

diversity, coalition, and convergence—not some kind of unity, which in fact has never existed on 
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any left (good god, socialist and communist parties are famous for their polemics and purges). 

It’s a left that is not one. 

4.  Another drawback to the claim that there is no such thing as the left: treats neoliberal 

hegemony as if it were necessary and unavoidable and treats conservatism in the US as if it were 

some kind of truth about the American people; 

5.  And finally, it provides excuse and cover for failure to fight against capitalism—whether in 

the form of the structural adjustment policies of the 80s and 90s when they were wrecking the 

countries of the global south or in the attack of unions and the working class in the US over the 

last 30 years. 

 

So there are significant drawbacks and genuine errors in the claim that there’s no such thing as 

the left, even as there is a truth to it insofar as it marks the demise of the place of class in left 

politics and analysis. And this is a truth that needs to be taken to heart—especially because it 

shows us what OWS means for the left. It concerns political will. OWS demonstrates a 

resurgence of left political will—a will to take, insist, disrupt, and create. Much left discussion in 

recent decades has lamented how the left doesn't have any ideas, can't get its act together, etc--as 

if the problem were a sort of inability to do things, a kind of bumbling fumbling. But this is 

mistaken. The actual problem has been the absence of collective political will. Once the New 

Left delegitimized the old one, it made political will into an offense, a crime with all sorts of 

different elements: 

    --taking the place or speaking for another (the crime of representation); 

    --obscuring other crimes and harms (the crime of exclusion); 
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    --judging, condemning, and failing to acknowledge the large terrain of complicating factors 

necessarily disrupting simple notions of agency (the crime of dogmatism); 

    --employing dangerous totalizing fantasies that posit an end of history and lead to genocidal 

adventurism (the crime of utopianism or, as Mark Fisher so persuasively demonstrates, of 

adopting a fundamentally irrational and unrealistic stance, of failing to concede to the reality of  

capitalism). 

 

Arch criminal number one: communism (and so the above-mentioned charges participate in the 

long honored fascist program of first eliminating the communists and then picking off the rest of 

the unnecessary and inassimilable one by one).  A politics without representation, exclusion, 

dogmatism, and utopianism is no politics at all (which is why Schmitt quite rightly sees 

liberalism as lacking a politics). It is instead an ethics. Is it any surprise, then, that under 

neoliberalism ostensible leftists spend countless hours and pages and keystrokes elaborating 

ethics? the ethics of this or the ethics of that, fundamentally personal and individual approaches 

that obscure and deny the systems and structures in which they are embedded? 

 

At any rate, what do we learn from the problem of the left that is not one? We learn that the loss 

of a focus on class and capitalism is linked to the loss of political will. And we learn that what 

appears as a fragmented left is also a diverse, plural, multiple, and dispersed one, one that has 

pursed politics on a variety of terrains and in a variety of registers. Loss on one side is activity on 

another. 
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C. Back to the problems with the title and the meaning of occupy wall street for the left.  

And actually this won’t be a problem, this will be my answer: occupy wall street recenters the 

left on class struggle.   

 

So far I’ve observed that OWS claims to be non-partisan, neither left nor right and that the left 

claims not to exist. These negations are distancing mechanisms, ways to reject limiting or 

determining political frames, particularly political frames associated with labor, unions, the 

working class, and socialism. Moreover, these negations—non-partisan, non-existent--flag the 

ways that OWS and the contemporary left are embedded in neoliberal capitalism. And this is 

what matters. 

1.  OWS distances itself from left and right in order to claim a space for autonomy—in the 

setting of a struggle over and against the wrong of capitalism. So it employs multiple ideas fully 

compatible with contemporary capitalism—individual autonomy, free choice, newness, “what 

works,” and emphases on locality and self-empowerment—yet it does so in opposition to this 

capitalism. 

2.  The contemporary left (particularly since 1989) has distanced itself from an emphasis on 

capitalism and class in the setting of a rejection of socialism, that is, a supposition of the wrong 

of communism. Its rejections of racism, sexism, homophobia, and multiple forms of exclusion 

and discrimination, as well as its emphases on the plurality of modes of becoming, of 

experiences that traverse subjects and objects and confound autonomy, on the micropolitics of 

everyday acts of consumption and expression, while reliant on critical vocabularies, unfold in the 

context of an acceptance of or acquiescence to capitalism because, as Thatcher said, “there is no 

alternative.” It’s no wonder, then, that such a left didn’t know what to do in 2008 when the banks 
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were bailed out and the recession hit—it hadn’t been focused on anything much less the 

economy. And it’s no wonder that, in this setting, the fragmented socialist parties didn’t offer 

any leadership either—not only had the last 30 years of neoliberalism asserted that capitalism is 

the only option but virtually no one was interested in working class. 

 

Occupy Wall Street, for all its talk of horizontality, autonomy, and decentralized process, is 

recentering the economy, engaging in class warfare without naming the working class as one of 

two great hostile forces but instead by presenting capitalism as a wrong against the people. It’s 

putting capitalism back at center of left politics—no wonder, then, that it has opened up a new 

sense of possibility for so many of us: it has reignited political will. In a way, it’s returning to the 

left its missing core or soul, what has been displaced or denied since we turned our back on the 

communist horizon. It’s reactivating the Marxist insight that class struggle is a political struggle. 

As I mentioned before, a new Pew poll finds a nineteen percentage point increase since 2009 of 

the number of Americans who believe there are strong or very strong conflicts between the rich 

and poor. Two thirds perceive this conflict—and perceive it as more intense than divisions of 

race and immigration status (African Americans see class conflict as more significant than white 

people do).  

 

My claim, then, is that when occupy wall street speaks the language of capitalism and the “no 

left,” when it disavows representation, exclusion, dogmatism, and utopianism, it’s at its weakest; 

it’s no different from the left we’ve had from the last thirty years or from its larger setting in 

communicative capitalism. But, when it re-centers the economy and class struggle, when it 

focuses on capitalism—Wall Street—on opposition, on collectivism, and on walking new paths, 
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creating new practices, opening up new common modes of producing and distributing, that’s its 

heart, that’s what brings it to life. 

 

How Occupy Wall Street is re-centering the economy is an open, fluid, changing, and intensely 

debated question.  It’s not a traditional movement of the working class organized in trade unions 

or targeting work places, although it is a movement of class struggle (especially when we 

recognize with Marx and Engels that the working class is not a fixed, empirical class but a fluid, 

changing class of those who have to sell their labor power in order to survive). Occupy’s use of 

strikes and occupations targets the capitalist system more broadly, shutting down ports and stock 

exchanges (I think of the initial shut downs in Oakland and on Wall Street as proof of concepts, 

proof that it can be done). People aren’t being mobilized as workers; they are being mobilized as 

people, as everybody else, as the rest of us, as the majority—99%--who are being thoroughly 

screwed by the top one percent in multiple parts of our lives: education, health, food, the 

environment, housing, and work. Capitalism in the US has sold itself as freedom—but increasing 

numbers of us feel trapped, practically enslaved. It used to be that people went to college to get a 

good job, so they wouldn’t be stuck flipping burgers and waiting tables. Now people go to 

college and are told they have to work without pay in order to get a good job—so they flip 

burgers and wait tables to try to pay their college debts while working for free as interns.  

 

Because people aren’t mobilized primarily as workers but as those who are proletarianized and 

exploited in every aspect of our lives—at risk of foreclosure and unemployment, diminishing 

futures, increasing debts, shrunken space of freedom, accelerated dependence on a system that is 

rapidly failing (I’m thinking here of the ways corporations file for bankruptcy and thus shed their 
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obligations to pay people their earned and expected pensions as well as the ongoing threats to 

Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid)—because people are mobilized as the 99%, the attack 

on capitalism takes different forms, forms loosely associated with the ideological span of the 

contemporary left. 

1.  Progressive/left-liberal Democrat:  constitutional reform, legislative goals (abolish corporate 

personhood; money out of politics); locate problem in political process. 

2.  Left Keynesian: jobs for all demand, tax the rich; locate problem in the economy 

3.  Anarchists—see the state as well as hierarchical and centralized power as the primary 

problem (capitalism depends on the state); solution is to constitute alternative practices, 

alongside or outside the mainstream; a politics of refusal and creative production; any attempt to 

seize the state will just reproduce the structures of power and patterns of behavior in which we 

are caught. 

4.  Communists/ revolutionary socialists—see the economy as the primary problem (state as 

instrument of class power); goal is over-throwing capitalism and establishing communism. 

Rather than emphasizing specific local practices, more interested in general strike, growing the 

movement, questions of strategy. To be frank: finding themselves in the position of not having 

been able to achieve in the contemporary US—mass mobilization—when the anarchists, with 

their emphases on autonomy, horizontality, inclusion, and consensus have. This is occasioning a 

great deal of though and reflection among socialists. Some are concerned with positioning 

themselves in the vanguard of the movement. Others, rightly, recognize that the movement is 

itself the vanguard; the movement is itself ushering in something beyond capitalism, even as it 

isn’t sure what this is (indeed the movement’s very multiplicity makes this sentence pretty 

awkward and misleading; the movement isn’t singular, it’s divided in itself). 
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At the same time, faced with multiple evictions (according to Firedog Lake there are 62 

remaining encampments in the US), the Occupy movement itself is reflecting, thinking on what 

has worked, what hasn’t, what’s next for the movement. A number of people, groups, and 

occupations are addressing problems with the General Assembly structure and consensus. Many 

GAs have become dysfunctional; attendance is declining. Or, the combination of working groups 

and GAs is so demanding that the very people for whom the movement is fighting can’t 

participate—they got a day job and a night job or two or three.  A currently circulating memo 

from a member of the Tech Ops and Outreach groups of OWS highlights the ways this nominally 

inclusive movement has actually produced barriers to involvement—it’s hard for people to know 

how to get more involved. 

 

Anyway, back to the different ideological strands: it doesn’t make sense to think of these as a 

coalition. Rather, the movement is a convergence of the people who bring with them ideas and 

suppositions that loosely fit under one or two of the four categories. Some are experienced 

activists with movement and party experience; others have inclinations and intuitions. What 

unites them right now is the sense that capitalism is not working—but some think it can and 

should be fixed and others don’t. And this means that there is a primary division at the heart of 

the movement.   

 

It might be that this division is generative—enabling a division of labor and an attack on our 

current political and economic system at multiple levels. Yet, it could also be the case that 

working for some goals precludes working for other goals, not only taking away energy and 
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focus but actually buttressing institutions and practices that some of us should be destroyed and 

replaced. For example, on the issue of corporate personhood: there are different constitutional 

amendments in play and these differences matter. The version offered by the group Move to 

Amend aims to constrain all corporations—including non-profit. The version supported by 

Bernie Sanders focuses on for profit corporations.  Another example: some in the movement are 

pushing for a massive jobs program; libertarians and anarchists oppose this because they don’t 

want to see that kind of state power.  So the question that Occupy poses for all of us right now is 

where we want it to go and how we want to get there. Does a wide array of dispersed 

actions/campaigns/interventions entail a dilution of force and effort, such that they all get lost in 

the overall flow of images and issues in communicative capitalism? Or does it entail something 

else entirely: perhaps the establishment of multiple beachheads, the infiltration of multiple 

issues, the political linking of multiple sites such that their underlying commonality in opposition 

to capitalism becomes apparent (the red thread)?   

 

 

http://www.mediafire.com/?gq94xh7ra59bz2c 


